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Online Digital Notes on Art and artist in the times of corona: A 

quarantine time period  

 

The Merry-Go-Round Stopped. What Sort of Art Will Emerge? 
 

Creativity amid the coronavirus: how local artists are enduring the crisis 

The pandemic has not only shut down museums and galleries. It has canceled an entire way of 

life for contemporary artists — and forces a reconsideration of what all that flying was good for. 

 

Rupert Spira quoting Cézanne's description of the role of the artist he said everything vanishes, 

falls apart doesn't it, nature is always the same and yet nothing in her that appears to us lasts, our 

art must render the thrill of her permanence along with her elements the appearance of all her 

changes, it must give us the taste of nature's eternity". Everything vanishes falls apart this so-

called solid world which we think has been here forever all we know of it is fleeting perceptions 

and how long does that perception lasts for, everything vanishes this apparently solid world 

vanishes, every time a perception vanishes in other words the solidity of the world is always 

falling apart.Nature is always the same and yet nothing in her lasts.... 

 

Beijing’s M Woods museum’s announcement of a series of programs that can be experienced 

fully online, “Art is Still Here: A Hypothetical Show for a Closed Museum,” proposes the 

possibility of moving forward in stasis. Visitors to the museum’s site are presented with a 

labyrinthine array of Google sketch-up floor plans, video and stills that attempt to retain a sense 

of the physical space of the gallery while exploring a number of on-the-nose themes, that include 

isolation, nature, ecology, extinction, and kinship. Additionally, the work of 48 artists, both local 

and international, expands across the museum’s other media channels. 

 

Social media has now become a very powerful tool in sharing information and connecting 

communities both locally and internationally during the quarantine period 

 

https://www.mwoods.org/Home-Page-ENG


While the online exhibition may be a temporary solution, the notion that virtual space can serve 

as an analogue to the physical in times of distress and forced dispersion seems overly optimistic 

in the context of sustained and extenuated censorship. It further suggests that the notion of the 

museum as an institution that stands between four walls will continue to have relevance.  

 

Art in the time of the Coronavirus means resisting entropy and instead pursuing a virality that 

forces channels of expression (as well as borders) to remain clear, and preparing oneself for what 

lies in store. An epidemic proposes perhaps that artists act as perverse pathogens, archiving and 

circulating information to ensure its preservation.  

 

As theatres, cinemas and public places down shutters, how can artists and performers keep their 

craft alive? 

 

Indeed, the first instinct of all sentient creatures is survival and we must follow our instinct to 

stay out of danger. If social isolation is the only solution, we do not have a choice. But 

performing artistes and production houses need to rethink their plans for professional survival 

too. It is the service industry dependent on particular spaces that is hardest hit — such as 

theatres, gyms, cinemas, religious institutions and airlines, among others. 

 

In Italy today, people under quarantine have taken to singing to each other from their windows. 

The human body’s need to express the soul it contains is perhaps the greatest affirmation of life. 

 

No museums, no galleries, no fairs, no art schools; no openings, no studio visits, no arguing over 

beers, no gauche private-jet partnerships. In a matter of days, the world of contemporary art went 

from a reverberant global network to a ghost town, sheltering in place as the coronavirus 

endangers our cities and our livelihoods. Like every other sector, art is having to go digital. 

There is no shortage of artists and critics (including me, all too often) who have bemoaned the 

way Instagram and other platforms have transformed contemporary art. Count your blessings: 

Now Instagram is almost all we’ve got. 

And then there are artists, who need cash right now as much as any citizen (perhaps especially 

since they have little recourse to unemployment or paid time off). Already, they are collaborating 

to assemble emergency resources as their exhibitions and teaching gigs get canceled, and forging 

networks of solidarity through Instagram, WhatsApp and other platforms. 

 

The task of artists in this new plague year will be to reestablish painting, photography, 

performance and the rest as something that can still be charged with meaning, and still have 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/08/arts/design/yayoi-kusama-review-david-zwirner.html
https://covid19freelanceartistresource.wordpress.com/
https://covid19freelanceartistresource.wordpress.com/


global impact, even when we’re not in motion. Or at least that is the long-term mandate; the 

short-term task is to survive. 

 

But no amount of creative time can completely buffer artists from the economic suffering 

afflicting the arts industry. 

“Now that the stock market’s taken a crash, people are not going to want to buy art because it’s 

sort of a luxury, it’s not a necessity,” said Anthony Salvo, 60, an oil painter who owns a studio in 

Newport Beach. 

 

The COVID-19 coronavirus crisis has burgeoned, the market to display and sell art has vanished. 

Musicians can’t go to theaters, restaurants or bars to play. Museums and galleries are closed. 

Weddings — and the related industry of designers, florists and photographers — are being 

canceled. The Segerstrom Center for the Arts in Costa Mesa announced Wednesday that all 

shows through April are canceled or postponed. The Laguna Playhouse is closed until further 

notice. 

 

Artists and arts organizations and agencies across the United States had lost $3.6 billion as of 

Thursday. 

In California, 96% of the 411 organizations that responded to the survey said they had canceled 

events, contributing to $5.7 million of economic loss to the industry statewide. 

“They make art because they love it. This is them. This is sacred,” said Mendoza, curator and 

founding partner of Low Key Gallery in Santa Ana. “Whatever I can do to help my friends that 

are really living out their purpose, then I’m all for it.” 

 

“There’s so much to art that isn’t digital, because there’s nuances you don’t get when you see 

something live in a framing, and how the light hits it,” Wirth said. 

 

In these lonesome times Art, becomes a warm blanket for a brighter present and a hopeful 

tomorrow. What began as an online project where people could document a day in their life, 

became a more significant understanding of someone’s day in current times through 

photographs. 

 

There is a lull, somewhat marred by the existence of uncertainty and scepticism. We must be 

able to fight this as humans and not as fiends and shun the wounds which turn into bigotry 

towards a community or race. We are all isotopes of oblivion, taking small steps into tomorrow, 

http://studio2817.com/
https://www.latimes.com/socal/daily-pilot/news/story/2020-03-25/segerstrom-center-cancels-events-through-april-because-of-coronavirus-outbreak
https://www.latimes.com/socal/daily-pilot/news/story/2020-03-25/segerstrom-center-cancels-events-through-april-because-of-coronavirus-outbreak
https://www.instagram.com/LowkeyGallery/


hoping, and carrying on, moving atoms and fragments of history yet to be written, recording our 

lives online, through specks of photos, daily deeds, misgivings and needs. We are beginning to 

see time, every second that passes by, silently, windows which bring air, bring anticipation of 

promise that tomorrow shall not be like today, this cloak of disguise will be taken off and we the 

witnesses will soon be narrators of an uncanny time, one we lived, and outlived. 

 

 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 


